Abstract. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers. An element x of a finite group G is called an F -element in G if wðxÞ A F for every character w of G. We show that G has a unique largest normal subgroup N containing no nonidentity F -elements of G. Also, the canonical homomorphism G ! G=N defines a bijection from the set of classes of F -elements of G to the set of classes of F -elements of G=N.
Introduction
Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers C. We say that an element x of a finite group G is an F -element in G if wðxÞ A F for every character w A IrrðGÞ. Although this definition involves characters, it is well known that one can give an alternative characterization of F -elements that is purely group-theoretic. For example, an element x A G is a Q-element (i.e. a rational element) precisely when every generator of the cyclic group X ¼ hxi is conjugate to x in G, and it is an R-element (i.e. a real element) if x is conjugate to x À1 in G. The condition for x to be a Q-element, therefore, is that N G ðX Þ induces the full group AutðX Þ on X , and the condition for x to be an R-element is that the subgroup of AutðX Þ induced by N G ðX Þ should contain the automorphism inverting the elements of X . We will discuss the analogous general result in Section 2, below.
It is clear that conjugates of F -elements in G are F -elements, and thus we can speak unambiguously of F -classes in G, and we can also speak of F -characters. (Of course, an F -class is just a conjugacy classes whose elements are F -elements, and an F -character is a character with all values in F .) Although it is false in general, there are certain cases in which one can prove that the number of F -classes of G is equal to the number of irreducible F -characters of G. It is well known, for example (and we recall the proof in Section 2) that a su‰cient condition for equality is that the Galois group GalðQ n =ðF V Q n ÞÞ is cyclic, where n ¼ jGj and Q n is the cyclotomic field Q½e, where e is a primitive nth root of unity in C. (Another, less well-known condition is that equality holds if all Sylow subgroups of G are abelian. We shall not need this result of Broshi [1] in this paper, however.)
Now let N / G. If x is an F -element of G, it is clear that the image x of x in G ¼ G=N is an F -element of G. (This is because the irreducible characters of G can be identified with those irreducible characters w of G such that N J kerðwÞ, and under this identification, wðxÞ ¼ wðxÞ, which lies in F .) The canonical homomorphism G ! G thus maps F -classes of G to F -classes of G, and it is interesting to ask when this map is injective or surjective.
An obvious necessary condition for the injectivity of the natural map from the F -classes of G to the F -classes of G=N is that N should not contain any nonidentity F -elements, and in this case, we say that the normal subgroup N is F -free in G. We can now state our main result.
Theorem A. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers, and suppose that N is an F -free normal subgroup in a finite group G. Then the canonical homomorphism G ! G=N defines a bijection from the set of F -classes of G onto the set of F -classes of G=N.
Further properties of F -free normal subgroups are given by the following result.
Theorem B. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers, and let G be a finite group. Then G has a unique largest F -free normal subgroup N, and N is contained in the kernel of every irreducible F -character of G.
Note that since an involution in G is automatically an F -element, it follows that an F -free normal subgroup must have odd order. An F -free normal subgroup, therefore, is solvable by the Feit-Thompson odd-order theorem, and this observation will be used in the proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B.
Next, we mention a connection between Theorem B and a recent result of Navarro and Tiep [5] . Of course, a Q-character of G is also an F -character, and so the intersection of the kernels of all irreducible F -characters is contained in the corresponding intersection for Q-characters. By [5, Corollary B] (whose proof relies on the classification of simple groups) the intersection of the kernels of the irreducible Q-characters of G has a normal 2-complement, and so the same is true for the intersection of the kernels of the irreducible F -characters of G.
If N is the largest normal F -free subgroup of G, we know that N has odd order, and by Theorem B, it is contained in the intersection of the kernels of the irreducible F -characters of G. It follows that N is contained in the normal 2-complement of this intersection, and one might suspect that equality holds. We shall see that this is true if F ¼ R, but in general it is false. (For example, if F ¼ Q and G is dihedral of order 18, then the largest F -free normal subgroup of G is trivial, but the intersection of the kernels of the irreducible F -characters has order 3.) That equality holds when F ¼ R is immediate from the next result. Theorem C. Let N / G, where G is a finite group and N has odd order, and suppose that N is contained in the kernel of every irreducible real character of G. Then N is R-free in G.
By the Navarro-Tiep theorem, we know that for every subfield F of the complex numbers, the intersection of the kernels of the irreducible irreducible F -characters of a finite group has a normal 2-complement, and in particular, this intersection is solvable. For certain fields, however, we can say more. For example, we have the following.
Theorem D. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers, and assume that F -contains a primitive p-th root of unity for some prime p. Let N be a p-solvable normal subgroup of a finite group G, and suppose that N is contained in the kernels of all irreducible F -characters of G. Then N has a normal p-complement.
Since the subgroup N of Theorem D is guaranteed to be solvable, the p-solvability assumption is, of course, superfluous. We have included it, however, so that our result can be proved without an appeal to the very deep Navarro-Tiep theorem.
Preliminaries
Most of the material in this section is known and is fairly standard, but it is convenient to collect it here before we proceed to establish the main results of this paper. First, we present some notation. If n is a positive integer and e is a complex primitive nth root of unity, then Q n is the cyclotomic field Q½e. For each element s of the Galois group GalðQ n =QÞ, the complex number e s is also a primitive nth root of unity, and thus we can write e s ¼ e s for some integer s coprime to n. Also, s is uniquely determined modulo n by s, and it is independent of the choice of e, and we write yðsÞ to denote the residue class of s modulo n.
Let G be an arbitrary group of order n. The Galois group GalðQ n =QÞ acts on the set of elements of G according to y s ¼ y s , where s is an integer in the residue class yðsÞ modulo n. It is routine to check that this is really an action, but of course, it is not generally an action via automorphisms unless G is abelian. What is always true, however, is that the action of GalðQ n =QÞ respects conjugacy classes: if x and y are conjugate in G, then x s and y s are also conjugate. Also, if w is a character of G, we argue that wðx s Þ ¼ wðxÞ s for all x A G and s A GalðQ n =QÞ. To see this, observe that e s ¼ e s , where e is a primitive nth root of unity and s is in the residue class yðsÞ modulo n. Then d s ¼ d s for every nth root of unity d, and since wðxÞ is a sum of nth roots of unity and wðx s Þ is the sum of the sth powers of these roots of unity, it follows that wðx s Þ ¼ wðx s Þ ¼ wðxÞ s , as claimed. Now let C be cyclic of order n. In this case, the actions of elements s A GalðQ n =QÞ on C induce automorphisms of C, and this defines a natural homomorphism GalðQ n =QÞ ! AutðCÞ. It is routine to check that this map is injective, but in fact, it is surjective too, and thus GalðQ n =QÞ G AutðCÞ. (The surjectivity is ultimately a consequence of Gauss' theorem on the irreducibility of cyclotomic polynomials over Q.)
Continuing to assume that C is cyclic of order n, let F J C and write K ¼ F V Q n . Then GalðQ n =KÞ is a subgroup of GalðQ n =QÞ, and we write Aut F ðCÞ to denote the image of this subgroup under the natural map from GalðQ n =QÞ to AutðCÞ. (In particular, note that Aut Q ðCÞ ¼ AutðCÞ.) We shall say that a cyclic subgroup C of a group G is F -cyclic in G if the subgroup of AutðCÞ induced by N G ðCÞ contains Aut F ðCÞ. (Thus C is Q-cyclic in G precisely when N G ðCÞ induces the full automorphism group of C, and we know that this is equivalent to saying that the generators of C are Q-elements in G.) More generally, we have the following. Lemma 2.1. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers. Let x A G, where G is a finite group, and write X ¼ hxi. If x is an F -element in G, then X is F -cyclic in G. Conversely, if X is F -cyclic in G, then every element of X is an F -element. s ¼ x g for some element g A G, and we see that g A N G ðX Þ. The map induced on X by g must be a since it agrees with a on the generator x of X . This shows that the group of automorphisms of X induced by N G ðX Þ contains Aut F ðX Þ, and thus X is F -cyclic in G, as required. Now assume that X is F -cyclic in G, and let y A X and w A IrrðGÞ. To complete the proof, we must show that wðyÞ A F , or equivalently, wð yÞ A K. It su‰ces, therefore, to show that wð yÞ is fixed by s for every element s A GalðQ n =KÞ. Given s, choose s in the residue class of yðsÞ modulo n. Then the automorphism of X that carries x to x s lies in Aut F ðX Þ, and since X is F -cyclic in G, there exists g A N G ðX Þ such that x g ¼ x s . Since y is a power of x, we have y g ¼ y s , and it follows that wðyÞ s ¼ wðy s Þ ¼ wðy g Þ ¼ wð yÞ, as wanted. r If x A H J G, and x is an F -element of H, then by Lemma 2.1, we see that hxi is F -cyclic in H. Since the automorphisms of hxi induced by elements of N H ðhxiÞ are clearly also induced by elements of N G ðhxiÞ, it follows that hxi is also Fcyclic in G, and hence by Lemma 2.1 again, x is an F -element of G. The fact that F -elements of a subgroup are automatically F -elements of the whole group will be useful later.
We mention another easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. If N is a normal F -free subgroup of G (as in Theorem A) and x A G is an F -element, then x and its image x in G ¼ G=N must have equal orders. This is because every element of hxi is an F -element by Lemma 2.1, and thus N V hxi ¼ 1.
Lemma 2.2. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers, and let G be a group of order n. Write K ¼ F V Q n and assume that GalðQ n =KÞ is cyclic. Then G has equal numbers of F -classes and irreducible F -characters.
Proof. The group GalðQ n =QÞ has a natural action on IrrðGÞ, and as we have seen, there is an action of this Galois group on the elements of G defined by setting y s ¼ y s , where s is in the residue class yðsÞ modulo n. Also, this action maps classes to classes, and since w s ðyÞ ¼ wðy s Þ for all characters w A IrrðGÞ, elements y A G and elements s A GalðQ n =QÞ, it follows by Brauer's permutation lemma (see [2, Theorem 6 .32] that each Galois automorphism s fixes equal numbers of classes and irreducible characters. (Note that there is a slight technical complication here: the hypotheses of Brauer's lemma as stated in [2] are not exactly satisfied by the actions we have described. This defect is easily repaired, however, by modifying the action of the abelian group GalðQ n =QÞ on G so that y s À1 is defined to be y s . This change, of course, has no e¤ect on the number of classes fixed by s.)
Now let s be a generator of the cyclic group GalðQ n =KÞ, and observe that the s-fixed elements of Q n are exactly the elements of K. Then the s-fixed irreducible characters of G are the characters with values in K, or equivalently, with values in F , and so the s-fixed characters are exactly the F -characters. The s-fixed classes of G are those classes that contain an element y such that y s lies in the same class. Now y s is conjugate in G to y if and only if wð y s Þ ¼ wð yÞ for all w A IrrðGÞ, and since wð y s Þ ¼ wðyÞ s , we see that the class of y is s-fixed if and only if wð yÞ is fixed by s for all w. Thus the class of y is s-fixed if and only if for all w A IrrðGÞ, we have wðyÞ A K, or equivalently, wðyÞ A F , or in other words, y is an F -element. It follows that G has equal numbers of F -classes and irreducible F -characters. r
We shall also need some facts about fields. If E and F are subfields of the complex numbers, we write EF to denote the subfield they generate. Recall that if E is a finite degree Galois extension of Q, then EF is Galois over F , and restriction to E defines an isomorphism from GalðEF =F Þ onto GalðE=ðE V F ÞÞ. (See [3] for this so-called theorem on natural irrationalities.) It follows from this that jEF :
Next, we mention some standard facts about cyclotomic fields. Recall that the group of roots of unity in Q n has order n if n is even and order 2n if n is odd. Also, if m and n are coprime positive integers, then Q n V Q m ¼ Q. In this case, it is easy to see that Q n Q m ¼ Q nm , and so by natural irrationalities, GalðQ nm =Q m Þ G GalðQ n =QÞ. Thus if n is a power of an odd prime, it follows that GalðQ nm =Q m Þ is cyclic, and hence GalðQ nm =KÞ is cyclic if Q m J K J Q nm .
We also have the following.
Lemma 2.3. Let m and n be coprime positive integers, and let
. Also K and L are each Galois over Q since GalðQ n =QÞ is abelian, and it follows that
and the proof is complete. r
We shall also need the following slight generalization of Maschke's theorem. (This appears as [4, Theorem 10 .6], and the proof given there is virtually identical to the usual proof of Maschke's theorem.) Note that it is not necessary to assume in the following that G is abelian, but in fact, G will be abelian when we apply Lemma 2.4 in Section 3.
Lemma 2.4. Let K be a finite group that acts via automorphisms on a group G. Suppose that A is an abelian K-invariant direct factor of G, and assume that the map from A to itself defined by a 7 ! a jKj is both injective and surjective. Then G ¼ A Â B for some K-invariant subgroup B.
Of course, if A is finite and of order coprime to jKj, then the injectivity and surjectivity hypotheses in Lemma 2.4 are automatically satisfied.
Lifts
The main result of this section is the following part of Theorem A.
Theorem 3.1. Let N be an F -free normal subgroup of G, where G is a finite group and F is a subfield of the complex numbers. Then the canonical homomorphism G ! G=N maps the set of F -elements of G onto the set of F -elements of G=N.
We begin with two elementary lemmas about group actions on abelian groups. Lemma 3.2. Let K act via automorphisms on a finite cyclic group X , and let C J X be a subgroup of prime order p. If R J S J X and S=R has order p, then S=R is Kisomorphic to C.
Proof. Of course, S=R and C are isomorphic, so we must show that the actions of K on these two groups correspond. Let L ¼ C K ðS=RÞ, so that K=L acts faithfully on S=R. Since S=R has prime order, K=L is cyclic, and we let k A K generate K modulo L. Now k induces an automorphism of the cyclic group S, and thus there is a positive integer t such that x k ¼ x t for all elements x A S. In particular, k maps each element of C to its tth power, and of course, k also maps each element of S=R to its tth power. Since K ¼ Lhki and L acts trivially on S=R, it follows that to complete the proof, it su‰ces to show that L acts trivially on C.
It is no loss to assume that K acts faithfully on X , so K is finite, and thus it su‰ces to show for all primes q that a Sylow q-subgroup Q of L acts trivially on C. Since jCj ¼ p, this is clear if q ¼ p, so suppose that q 0 p, and let P be the Sylow psubgroup of S. Since Q acts trivially on S=R, we have ½P; Q J R, and hence ½P; Q < P. It follows by Fitting's lemma that C P ðQÞ > 1, and hence C J C P ðQÞ, as required. r Lemma 3.3. Let K act via automorphisms on a finite abelian group U, and suppose that N J U is a K-invariant p-subgroup for some prime p. Assume that U=N is cyclic and that there is more than one K-invariant complement for N in U. Then p divides jU=Nj, and the subgroup of order p in U=N is K-isomorphic to some K-invariant subgroup of N.
Proof. Let X and Y be distinct K-invariant complements for N in U. Then jX j ¼ jU=Nj ¼ jY j, and since X 0 Y , it follows that XY > Y , and thus XY V N > 1. Also, N V Y ¼ 1, and thus XY V N G XY =Y G X =ðX V Y Þ, and in fact, these are K-isomorphisms. Furthermore, since XY V N is a nontrivial p-group, we see that p divides jX j ¼ jU=Nj.
Since X is K-isomorphic to U=N, it follows that the subgroup of order p in U=N is K-isomorphic to the subgroup C of order p in X . Under the K-isomorphism from XY V N to X =ðX V Y Þ, the subgroup D of order p in XY V N corresponds to a subgroup of order p in X =ðX V Y Þ, and by Lemma 3.2, that subgroup is K-isomorphic to C. The result now follows. r Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have already seen that images of F -elements in G are F -elements in G=N. Conversely, given an F -element Nx of G=N, we must show that the coset Nx contains an F -element of G. Assume that this is false, and let G have minimal order among counterexample groups. Assume also that N has minimal order among F -free normal subgroups of G that yield counterexamples.
Suppose 1 < M < N with M / G, and note that M is F -free in G. We argue that N=M is F -free in G=N. To see this, let My be an F -element of G=M with My A N=M. By the minimality of jNj, the coset My contains an F -element of G. But My J N, and the only F -element of G in N is the identity, and thus My contains 1. We conclude that My is the identity in G=M, and this proves that N=M is F -free in G=M, as claimed. Now write G ¼ G=M. It follows via the natural isomorphism G=N G G=N that the coset Nx is an F -element of G=N. By the minimality of jGj, the theorem holds in G with respect to the F -free normal subgroup N, and we deduce that some element, say y, in Nx is an F -element in G, or equivalently, My is an F -element in G=M. By the minimality of jNj again, the theorem holds with M in place of N, and it follows that My contains an F -element of G. But y A Nx, so My J Nx, and thus Nx contains an F -element of G, and this contradicts our assumption. We conclude that N is minimal normal in G.
We work next to show that N J FðGÞ. To see this, let H be a maximal subgroup of G, and suppose that N U H. Then NH ¼ G and Nx ¼ Nh for some element h A H. Writing D ¼ N V H, we observe that the natural isomorphism G=N G H=D carries Nx to Dh, and since Nx is an F -element in G=N, it follows that Dh is an F -element of H=D. Also, since F -elements of H are automatically F -elements of G by the remark following the proof of Lemma 2.1, we see that D is F -free in H, and it follows by the minimality of jGj that the coset Dh contains an F -element of H, which is an F -element of G. But Dh J Nh ¼ Nx, so Nx contains an F -element of G, and thus we have a contradiction. This shows that N J FðGÞ, as claimed, and in particular, N is nilpotent. Also, since N is minimal normal in G, we see that it is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. Now let U ¼ Nhxi, so that U=N is the cyclic subgroup of G=N generated by the Felement Nx, and thus U=N is an F -cyclic subgroup of G=N. Let L=N ¼ N G=N ðU=NÞ, and observe that the group of automorphisms of U=N induced by the action of L contains Aut F ðU=NÞ. It follows that U=N is an F -cyclic subgroup of L=N, and thus Nx is an F -element of L=N. Since F -elements of L are F -elements of G, we see that N is F -free in L, and thus if L < G, we can conclude that Nx contains an F -element of L, and since this is an F -element of G, we have a contradiction. It follows that L ¼ G, and thus U / G. Also, since U=N is abelian and N J FðGÞ, it follows that U is nilpotent. Now let C ¼ C G ðU=NÞ. We argue that C=U J FðG=UÞ. To this end, let H be maximal in G with H K U, and suppose that C U H. Then CH ¼ G, and thus all automorphisms of U=N induced by G are induced by H. Since U=N is an F -cyclic subgroup of G=N, it is also an F -cyclic subgroup of H=N, and thus Nx is an Felement of H=N. As F -elements of H are F -elements of G, we see that N is F -free in H, and thus by the minimality of jGj, it follows that Nx contains an F -element of H. Thus Nx contains an F -element of G, and this contradiction shows that C=U J FðG=UÞ, as claimed. Since G=C is isomorphically embedded in the abelian group AutðU=NÞ, it follows that G=C is abelian, and since C=U J FðG=UÞ, we conclude that G=U is nilpotent, and we let K=U be the normal p-complement of G=U.
We work now to show that there exists a G-invariant complement for N in U. If V is such a complement, then V is G-isomorphic to U=N, and since the automorphisms of U=N induced by G include Aut F ðU=NÞ, it follows that the automorphisms of V induced by G include Aut F ðV Þ. Then V is an F -cyclic subgroup of G, and so all of its elements are F -elements. Since the coset Nx contains an element of V , this will be our final contradiction.
Since U is nilpotent, we can write U ¼ Q Â S, where S A Syl p ðUÞ, and both S and Q are normal in G. If we can find a complement T for N in S with T / G, then TQ is a complement for N in U, and since TQ / G, that will complete the proof. Of course, if N ¼ S, we can take T ¼ 1, so we can assume that N < S. In particular, U=N has a subgroup W =N of order p, and since U=N is F -cyclic in G=N, it follows by Lemma 2.1 that W =N is F -cyclic in G=N. Now N is minimal normal in G and N J S / G. Since S is a p-group, it follows that N J ZðSÞ, and as S=N is cyclic, we conclude that S is abelian, and thus S J ZðUÞ.
Since S=N is cyclic and nontrivial, we can write S ¼ ND, where D is cyclic and D U N, and we argue that N V D ¼ 1. Otherwise, jN V Dj ¼ p and jDj > p, and it follows that N V D is the unique nontrivial subgroup of N consisting of pth powers in S. Then N V D / G, and since N is minimal normal in G, we have N V D ¼ N, and thus S ¼ D, and S is cyclic. Now N is the subgroup of order p in S, so it follows by Lemma 3.2 that N is G-isomorphic to the subgroup W =N of order p in U=N. But W =N is F -cyclic in G=N, so the group of automorphisms of W =N induced by G contains Aut F ðW =NÞ, and hence the group of automorphisms of N induced by G contains Aut F ðNÞ. This is a contradiction, however, since N is F -free, and this shows that N V D ¼ 1, as claimed, and hence N is a direct factor of S.
Recall that K=U is the normal p-complement of G=U. Since S is central in U, the p 0 -group K=U acts on S, and so we can apply Lemma 2.4, which is the slightly gen-eralized version of Maschke's theorem. Since N is a K=U-invariant direct factor of S, it follows that there is a K=U-invariant complement for N in S, which means that there is a K-invariant complement. Our goal is to show that there is a G-invariant complement, so since K / G, it su‰ces to show that there is a unique K-invariant complement.
Suppose that there exist two distinct K-invariant complements for N in S. Then by Lemma 3.3, there is some K-invariant subgroup V J N such that V is K-isomorphic to the subgroup W =N of order p in U=N. Now AutðW =NÞ is a p 0 -group and K has p-power index in G, and thus all of the automorphisms of W =N induced by G are induced by K, and these automorphisms include the group Aut F ðW =NÞ. It follows that the automorphisms of V induced by K include Aut F ðV Þ, and thus V is F -cyclic in K, and hence in G. But V J N and N is F -free in G, and this contradiction completes the proof. r
The following is an immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.4. Let G be a finite group, and suppose that M and N are normal subgroups of G, where M J N and N is F -free in G for some subfield F of the complex numbers. Then N=M is F -free in G=M.
Proof. Suppose that Mx is an F -element of G=M, where Mx A N=M. Theorem 3.1 guarantees that Mx contains an F -element y of G, and since Mx J N and N is Ffree in G, it follows that y ¼ 1, and thus Mx is the identity of G=M, as required. r
The first part of Theorem B now follows easily. Corollary 3.5. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers, and let G be an arbitrary finite group. Then G has a unique largest F -free normal subgroup.
Proof. Given normal F -free subgroups M and N of G, it su‰ces to show that MN is F -free in G. Let c be the natural G-isomorphism from MN=M to N=ðN V MÞ, and observe that if C=M is an F -cyclic subgroup of G=M with M J C J MN, then cðC=MÞ is an F -cyclic subgroup of G=ðM V NÞ.
Now let x A MN be an F -element in G, so Mx is an F -element in G=M. It follows that the cyclic subgroup C=M of G=M generated by Mx is F -cyclic in G=M, and thus cðC=MÞ is F -cyclic in G=ðM V NÞ. But cðC=MÞ is contained in N=ðM V NÞ, which is F -free in G=ðM V NÞ by Corollary 3.4. It follows that cðC=MÞ is trivial, and therefore C=M is trivial, so x A M. Since x is an F -element of G and M is Ffree, however, we conclude that x ¼ 1, and thus MN is F -free. r
Character kernels
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem B by establishing the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let w A IrrðGÞ be an F -character, where G is a finite group and F is a subfield of the complex numbers. Then kerðwÞ contains every F -free normal subgroup of G.
Proof. Assume that the assertion is false, and let N be minimal among F -free normal subgroups of G that are not contained in kerðwÞ. Since N=ðN V kerðwÞÞ is F -free in G=ðN V kerðwÞÞ by Corollary 3.4, we can replace G by G=ðN V kerðwÞÞ, and so we can assume that N V kerðwÞ ¼ 1, and thus N is minimal normal in G. Since N is F -free, it contains no involutions, so it is solvable, and hence N is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p.
Let K ¼ F V Q p , so that GalðQ p =KÞ is cyclic, of order t, say. Then if C is a cyclic group of order p, we see that jAut F ðCÞj ¼ t, and in fact, since AutðCÞ is cyclic, Aut F ðCÞ is the unique subgroup of AutðCÞ having order t.
Now write E ¼ Q n V F , where n ¼ jGj, and note that K ¼ E V Q p , and thus restriction to Q p defines a surjective map from GalðQ n =EÞ onto GalðQ p =KÞ. Choose t A GalðQ n =EÞ such that the restriction of t to Q p is a generator s for GalðQ p =KÞ, and note that w t ¼ w since w has values in F , and hence in E. Let l be a linear constituent of w N . Since l has values in Q p , we see that l s ¼ l t is a constituent of ðw t Þ N ¼ w N , and thus l s ¼ l g for some element g A G. In fact, the values of l generate Q p , and it follows that the hsi-orbit of l has size t, and so the hgi-orbit of l also has size t.
Let M ¼ kerðlÞ, so that jN=Mj ¼ p, and observe that M is also the kernel of l s ¼ l g , and thus g normalizes M. The Sylow p-subgroup of hgi acts trivially on N=M, and thus the p-complement A of hgi induces on N=M the full group of automorphisms induced by hgi, and we argue that the order of this group is t. To see this, let B be the kernel of the action of hgi on N=M. Then B is exactly the stabilizer of l in hgi, and since the hgi-orbit of l has size t, we have jhgi=Bj ¼ t, and thus hgi induces a subgroup of order t in AutðN=MÞ. It follows that the group of automorphisms of N=M induced by A also has order t. Now A is a p 0 -group, so by Maschke's theorem, there is an A-invariant complement U for M in N, and U is A-isomorphic to N=M. Then A induces a group of automorphisms of size t on U, and it follows that A induces Aut F ðUÞ on U. Thus U is an F -cyclic subgroup of G, and this is a contradiction since U J N and N is F -free. r
Conjugacy
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem A by proving that if N / G is F -free, then the natural map from the F -classes of G to the F -classes of G=N is injective. Interestingly, although this really is a group-theoretic assertion, our proof relies on characters; we were unable to find a direct group-theoretic proof.
Theorem 5.1. Let N be a normal F -free subgroup of G, where G is a finite group and F is a subfield of the complex numbers. If x and y are F -elements of G such that Nx ¼ Ny, then x and y are conjugate in G.
Proof. Assuming that the result is false, let G have minimal order among counterexample groups, and let N have minimal order among F -free normal subgroups of G such that there exist nonconjugate F -elements x and y of G such that Nx ¼ Ny. Write X ¼ hxi and Y ¼ h yi, and observe that X and Y are F -cyclic subgroups of G. Also, NX ¼ NY , and we call this subgroup U. Furthermore, since all elements of X and Y are F -elements and N is F -free, we see that N V X ¼ 1 and N V Y ¼ 1, and thus X and Y are complements for N in U.
Since X is an F -cyclic subgroup in G, we know that N G ðX Þ induces on X a group of automorphisms that contains Aut F ðX Þ, and so we can choose a subgroup A of G such that X / A and the group of automorphisms of X induced by A is exactly Aut F ðX Þ. Similarly, we choose B so that Y / B and B induces Aut F ðY Þ on Y . Now if t A N, then since N / G, we have Ny t ¼ Ny t N ¼ NyN ¼ Ny ¼ Nx, and so we can replace y by y t and B by B t , and we still have a counter-example. We can thus assume that the group J ¼ hA; Bi is minimal in the set of subgroups of the form hA; B t i for t A N. Now X and Y are cyclic F -subgroups of J, and thus x and y are F -elements of J.
therefore, it follows from the minimality of jGj that x and y are conjugate in J, and this is a contradiction. Thus J ¼ G, and hence hA; B t i ¼ G for all t A N. Now A normalizes NX ¼ U and similarly, B normalizes U, and thus U / G. Also, U=N is A-isomorphic to X , and thus A induces Aut F ðU=NÞ on U=N, and the same is true for B. It follows that the full group of automorphisms of U=N induced by G ¼ hA; Bi is Aut F ðU=NÞ.
If 1 < M < N, with M / G, write G ¼ G=M. Then x and y are F -elements in G, and their images in G=N are equal. Also, N is F -free in G by Corollary 3.4, and hence by the minimality of jGj, it follows that x and y are conjugate in G. There thus exists an element g A G such that x ¼ y g , and in particular Mx ¼ My g . By the minimality of jNj, the theorem holds if M replaces N, and we deduce that x and y g are conjugate in G, and thus x and y are conjugate, which is a contradiction.
We can now assume that N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, and since N has odd order, it is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p, where p > 2. Now let V =N be the p-complement in U=N, and let X 0 and Y 0 be respectively the p-complements in X and Y . Then NX 0 ¼ V ¼ NY 0 , and since N is a p-group, it follows that X 0 ¼ ðY 0 Þ t for some element t A N. Now A and B t normalize this group, and since hA; B t i ¼ G, it follows that X 0 / G, and thus X 0 ¼ Y 0 , and we write R ¼ X 0 ¼ Y 0 . Let X p and Y p be the Sylow p-subgroups of X and Y , respectively, so that X ¼ RX p and Y ¼ RY p . Now let n ¼ jGj, and write n ¼ p a r, where a d 0 and p does not divide r. Let K ¼ F V Q p a and E ¼ KQ r , so that E V Q p a ¼ K J F by Lemma 2.3. By hypothesis, N is F -free in G, and so it is certainly K-free since K J F . We argue that N is also Efree in G. To see this, suppose that t A N is an E-element. Then since N is a p-group, we see that for all characters w A IrrðGÞ, we have wðtÞ A E V Q p a J F , and thus t is an F -element, and thus t ¼ 1.
Since E contains Q r and p is odd, it follows that GalðQ n =EÞ is cyclic, and thus Lemma 2.2 guarantees that G has equal numbers of E-classes and irreducible E-characters. Also, since N is E-free, Theorem 4.1 implies that N is contained in the kernel of every irreducible E-character of G, and thus the number of such characters for G is the same as for G=N. Also, if m ¼ jG=Nj and E 0 ¼ E V Q m , then since r divides m, we have Q r J E 0 , and thus GalðQ m =E 0 Þ is cyclic. It follows that G=N has equal numbers of E-classes and irreducible E-characters. We have shown that the number of E-classes of G is equal to the number of irreducible E-characters of G, and this, in turn, is equal to the number of irreducible E-characters of G=N, which is the number of E-classes of G=N, and thus G and G=N have equal numbers of E-classes.
Since N is E-free, it follows by Theorem 3.1 that the canonical homomorphism from G to G=N defines a surjection from the set of E-classes of G onto the set of E-classes of G=N, and so by the result of the previous paragraph, this map must be injective. Now X p and Y p are cyclic p-subgroups whose image in G=N is the Sylow p-subgroup of U=N, and so we can pick generators x p and y p of X p and Y p respectively, so that x p and y p have a common image in G=N. Now X and Y are F -cyclic in G, so x p and y p are F -elements, and hence they are K-elements, since K ¼ F V Q p a . But K J E, so x p and y p are E-elements. They have a common image in G=N, and since we know that the map from the E-classes of G to the E-classes of G=N is injective, it follows that x p and y p are conjugate in G, and thus X ¼ X p R and Y ¼ Y p R are conjugate subgroups, and we can write Y g ¼ X for some element g A G, and thus y g A X . Now g induces on U=N an automorphism in Aut F ðU=NÞ, and this same automorphism is induced by some element a A A. Then Since y g A X and X V N ¼ 1, it follows that y g ¼ x a . Then x and y are conjugate in G, and this is a contradiction. r
Real elements and characters
In this section, we prove Theorem C. We begin with a lifting result.
Lemma 6.1. Let N be an odd-order normal subgroup of a finite group G. Then the canonical homomorphism G ! G=N maps the set of real elements of G onto the set of real elements of G=N.
Proof. Given a coset X of N that is real as an element of G=N, we must show that X contains a real element of G. Since X is real in G=N, it is conjugate to its inverse, and therefore there exists g A G such that X g ¼ X À1 , and thus X g 2 ¼ X . Now write g ¼ uv, where u has odd order and v has 2-power order, and where u; v A hgi. Then u A hu 2 i J hg 2 i, and thus X u ¼ X , and we have
. If x A X , we have X ¼ Nx, and thus
and so ðx v Þ À1 A X . It follows that the map t : G ! G defined by tðxÞ ¼ ðx v Þ À1 maps X to X . Now t is the product of two commuting permutations of the elements of G, namely the maps x 7 ! x v and the map x 7 ! x À1 . Each of these has 2-power order in the symmetric group on the elements of G, and thus t is a permutation of 2-power order. But t maps X to itself, and jX j ¼ jNj is odd, and it follows that t has some fixed point x A X . Then x ¼ tðxÞ ¼ ðx v Þ À1 , and thus x v ¼ x À1 , and x is a real element of G. r
We can now prove Theorem C, which we restate here.
Theorem 6.2. Let N / G, where G is a finite group and N has odd order, and suppose that N is contained in the kernel of every irreducible real character of G. Then N is R-free in G.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, the set of real elements of G maps onto the set of real elements of G=N via the canonical homomorphism G ! G=N, and thus this homomorphism maps the set of real classes of G onto the set of real classes of G=N. Now the number of real classes of an arbitrary finite group is equal to the number of irreducible real characters. (This well-known fact is, of course, a special case of Lemma 2.2.) Also, since by hypothesis N is contained in the kernel of every irreducible real character of G, we see that G and G=N have equal numbers of irreducible real characters. It follows that the numbers of real classes of G and G=N are equal, and so a surjective map from the set of real classes of G to the set of real classes of G=N must also be injective. In particular, the canonical homomorphism from G to G=N defines an injective map on the set of real classes of G, and it follows that N contains no nonidentity real element. r 7 Theorem D Finally, we prove Theorem D, which we restate here.
Theorem 7.1. Let F be a subfield of the complex numbers, and assume that F -contains a primitive p-th root of unity for some prime p. Let N be a p-solvable normal subgroup of a finite group G, and suppose that N is contained in the kernel of every irreducible F -character of G. Then N has a normal p-complement.
Note that by Theorem B, we can take the subgroup N in Theorem 7.1 to be the largest normal F -free subgroup of G, and thus Theorem 7.1 guarantees that N has a normal p-complement. This is really of no interest, however, since every element of order p in G is an F -element, and thus the order of the F -free subgroup N of G cannot be divisible by p.
We begin with a preliminary result, which is somewhat more general than we need.
Lemma 7.2. Let M / G, and suppose that l is a G-invariant linear character of M. Let P=M be a Sylow p-subgroup of G=M, and assume that l has an extension to P having order q, where q is a power of p. Then there exists an extension a of l to G having order dividing q.
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists an extension m of l to P such that m q is trivial. Since m is linear and it has values in Q q , it follows that m G is a¤orded by a Q qrepresentation, and thus t ¼ detðm G Þ is a linear character with values in Q q . If w is an irreducible constituent of m G , then w lies over m, and hence it lies over l. As l is invariant in G, we have w M ¼ wð1Þl. Since the restriction to M of every irreducible constituent of m G is a multiple of l, it follows that
and so t M ¼ l jG:Pj . Now q is coprime to jG : Pj, so there exists an integer m such that mjG : Pj 1 1 mod q, and we write n ¼ t m . Since m q is trivial, it follows that l q is trivial. Then n M ¼ l mjG:Pj ¼ l, and so n extends l. The values of n are roots of unity in Q q , so these values are ð2qÞth roots of unity, and in fact they are qth roots of unity if q is a power of 2 and q > 1. Thus n 2q ¼ 1 G , and if p ¼ 2 and q > 1, then n q ¼ 1 G , and in this case, we can take a ¼ n to complete the proof. If q ¼ 1, then m ¼ 1 P and thus l ¼ 1 M and we can take a ¼ 1 G . In the remaining cases, p > 2, and we let a ¼ n qþ1 . Then a M ¼ l qþ1 ¼ l, and a q ¼ n qðqþ1Þ ¼ 1 G , where the second equality holds because q þ 1 is even and n 2q ¼ 1 G . r
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We can certainly assume that N > 1, and we proceed by induction on jNj. Let N=M be a chief factor of G, and observe that M has a normal p-complement by the inductive hypothesis. If we can choose M so that N=M is a p-group, then N has a normal p-complement, as required, so we can assume that no such choice of M is possible, and thus N ¼ O p ðNÞ. Also, since N is p-solvable, and N=M is not a p-group, it follows that N=M is a p 0 -group. We argue that M is a p 0 -group, and thus N is a p 0 -group, and the result follows. Assuming that M is not a p 0 -group, we derive a contradiction. By the inductive hypothesis, M has a proper normal p-complement, and thus M has a linear character l of order p. Let T be the stabilizer of l in G, and let P=M be a Sylow p-subgroup of T=M. We will argue that l has an extension m A IrrðPÞ such that m p is trivial. By Lemma 6.2, it will follow that l has an extension a A IrrðTÞ such that a p is trivial, and thus a has values in Q p J F . Then a G is an F -character of G, and a G is irreducible by the Cli¤ord correspondence. By hypothesis, M J N J kerða G Þ, and this is a contradiction since a G lies over the nonprincipal character l A IrrðMÞ. This will complete the proof.
Since N=M is a p 0 -group and l has order p, it follows by [2, Corollary 6.27] that l has a unique extension n A IrrðN V TÞ of order p, and we write y ¼ n N . Then y A IrrðNÞ by the Cli¤ord correspondence. Also, y is uniquely determined by l, and thus P stabilizes y since it stabilizes l. Now let S ¼ NP, so that y is invariant in S. We have yð1Þ ¼ jN : N V Tj, which is a p 0 -number, and furthermore, y has p 0 -determinantal order since O p ðNÞ ¼ N. Since S=N is a p-group, it follows that y extends to S, and that y has a unique extension h A IrrðSÞ with p 0 -determinantal order. (This is [2, Corollary 8.16 ].) Now h lies over l, and so by the Cli¤ord correspondence, h ¼ t S , for some character t A IrrððS V TÞ j lÞ, where t is uniquely determined by l and h. We have N J S ¼ NP J NT, and thus S ¼ NðS V TÞ by Dedekind's lemma. It follows that hð1Þ ¼ yð1Þ ¼ jN : N V Tj ¼ jN : N V S V TÞj ¼ jNðS V TÞ : S V Tj ¼ jS : S V Tj;
and since hð1Þ ¼ jS : S V Tjtð1Þ, we conclude that tð1Þ ¼ 1. Thus t is an extension of l, and so t P is an extension of l to P. Now l uniquely determines y, and y uniquely determines h, and since l and h uniquely determine t, it follows that every automorphism of the field Q jGj that fixes l also fixes t. The field of values of t, therefore, is contained in the field of values of l, and thus t is a Q p -character. Now t P is a linear character of P with values in Q p . Since P=kerðlÞ is a p-group, it follows that t P has p-power order, and therefore it has order p. Since t P is an extension of l, the proof is complete. r Finally, we mention an easy consequence of Theorem D. Recall that if p is a prime, then a character w of a group G is said to be p-rational if its values lie in some cyclotomic field Q m , where m is not divisible by p.
Corollary 7.3. Fix a prime number p, and let N / G, where G is a finite group and N is solvable, and suppose that N is contained in the kernel of every p-rational irreducible character of G. Then N has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P, and N=P is nilpotent.
Of course, the solvability assumption here is really superfluous because of the Navarro-Tiep theorem. (See the discussion following the statement of Theorem D in the introduction.)
Proof of Corollary 7.3. Let n ¼ jGj, and write n ¼ p a m, where a d 0 and p does not divide m. Then each irreducible Q m -character of G is p-rational, and thus N is contained in the kernel of every such character. If q is a prime divisor of m, then Q m contains a primitive qth root of unity, and thus N has a normal q-complement by Theorem 7.1. The result now follows. r
